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Abstract
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is an important step in addressing image storage and
management problems. Latest image technology improvements along with the Internet growth
have led to a huge amount of digital multimedia during the recent decades. Various methods,
algorithms and systems have been proposed to solve these problems. Such studies revealed the
indexing and retrieval concepts, which have further evolved to Content-Based Image Retrieval.
CBIR systems often analyze image content via the so-called low-level features for indexing and
retrieval, such as color, texture and shape. In order to achieve significantly higher semantic
performance, recent systems seek to combine low-level with high-level features that contain
perceptual information for human. Purpose of this review is to identify the set of methods that
have been used for CBR and also to discuss some of the key contributions in the current decade
related to image retrieval and main challenges involved in the adaptation of existing image
retrieval techniques to build useful systems that can handle real-world data. By making use of
various CBIR approaches accurate, repeatable, quantitative data must be efficiently extracted in
order to improve the retrieval accuracy of content-based image retrieval systems. In this paper,
various approaches of CBIR and available algorithms are reviewed. Comparative results of
various techniques are presented and their advantages, disadvantages and limitations are
discussed. .
Keywords: Content-based Image Retrieval, Semantics, Feature Extraction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a challenging task. Current research works attempt to
obtain and use the semantics of image to perform better retrieval. Image database management
and retrieval has been an active research area since the 1970s [1]. The term Content-based
image retrieval was originated in 1992, when it was used by T. Kato to describe experiments into
automatic retrieval of images from a database, based on the colors and shapes present. Since
then, this term has been used to describe the process of retrieving desired images from a large
collection on the basis of syntactical image features. With the rapid increase in computer speed
and decrease in memory cost, image databases containing thousands or even millions of images
are used in many application areas [2] such as medicine, satellite imaging, and biometric
databases, where it is important to maintain a high degree of precision. With the growth in the
number of images, manual annotation becomes infeasible both time and cost-wise. Contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) is a powerful tool since it searches the image database by utilizing
visual cues alone. CBIR systems extract features from the raw images themselves and calculate
an association measure (similarity or dissimilarity) between a query image and database images
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based on these features. CBIR is becoming very popular because of the high demand for
searching image databases of ever-growing size. Since speed and precision are important, we
need to develop a system for retrieving images that is both efficient and effective.
Image retrieval has been an extremely active research area over the last 10 years, but first review
articles on access methods in image databases appeared already in the early 80s [3]. CBIR
systems retrieve images from that database which are similar to the query image. Primarily
research in Content Based Image Retrieval has always focused on systems utilizing color and
texture features [4]. There has also been some work done using some local color and texture
features. These account for Region Based Image Retrieval (RBIR) [5]. There are three important
feature components for content based image retrieval [6]. The most common are color [7, 8],
texture [9, 10]and shape [11, 12] or combinations of these. These features are combined to
achieve higher retrieval efficiency [8]. In content-based image retrieval (CBIR), the image
databases are indexed with descriptors derived from the visual content of the images. Most of the
CBIR systems are concerned with approximate queries where the aim is to find images visually
similar to a specified target image. In most cases the aim of CBIR systems is to replicate human
perception of image similarity [13].The outline of the content based image retrieval system is
shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: CBIR System and Its Various Components.

The process of CBIR consists of the following stages:
Image acquisition: It is the process of acquiring a digital image.
Image Database: It consists of the collection of n number of images depends on the user range
and choice.
Image preprocessing: To improve the image in ways that increases the chances for success of
the other processes. The image is first processed in order to extract the features, which describe
its contents. The processing involves filtering, normalization, segmentation, and object
identification. Like, image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into multiple parts.
The output of this stage is a set of significant regions and objects.
Feature Extraction: Features such as shape, texture, color, etc. are used to describe the content
of the image. The features further can be classified as low-level and high-level features. In this
step visual information is extracts from the image and saves them as features vectors in a
features database .For each pixel, the image description is found in the form of feature value (or a
set of value called a feature vector) by using the feature extraction .These feature vectors are
used to compare the query with the other images and retrieval.
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Similarity Matching: The information about each image is stored in its feature vectors for
computation process and these feature vectors are matched with the feature vectors of query
image (the image to be search in the image database whether the same image is present or not
or how many are similar kind images are exist or not) which helps in measuring the similarity.
This step involves the matching of the above stated features to yield a result that is visually
similar with the use of similarity measure method called as Distance method. Here is different
distances method available such as Euclidean distance, City Block Distance, Canberra Distance.
Retrieved images: It searches the previously maintained information to find the matched images
from database. The output will be the similar images having same or very closest features [14] as
that of the query image.
User interface: This governs the display of the outcomes, their ranking, and the type of user
interaction with possibility of refining the search through some automatic or manual preferences
scheme [15].
1.1. Challenges of CBIR Systems
There could be many challenges faced by a CBIR system such as:
• The issue related to the Semantic gap where it means the lack of coincidence between
the information that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that the
same data have for a user in a given situation. The user wants to seek semantic
similarity, but the database can only provide similarity by data processing.
• The expectation of users for huge amount of objects to search among.
• Sometimes incompleteness query specification seems to be a challenge.
• Incomplete image description is also a source of challenge to an efficient CBIR system.
1.2. Search Options for CBIR Systems
Since the early 1990s, content-based image retrieval has become a very active research area.
Both commercial and research image retrieval systems, have been built. Most image retrieval
systems support one or more of the following options:
• Random browsing
• Search by example
• Search by sketch
• Search by text (including key word or speech)
• Navigation with customized image categories.
Today, there is the provision of a rich set of search options, but in practical applications which
involves actual users still need systematic studies to explore the trade-offs among the different
options mentioned above. Here, we will select a few representative systems and highlight their
distinct characteristics. [15]
1.3. Real World Requirements
Building real-world systems involve regular user feedback during the development process, as
required in any other software development life cycle. Not many image retrieval systems are
deployed for public usage, save for Google Images or Yahoo! Images (which are based primarily
on surrounding meta-data rather than content). There are, however, a number of propositions for
real-world implementation. For brevity of space we are unable to discuss them in details, but it is
interesting to note that CBIR has been applied to fields as diverse as Botany, Astronomy,
Mineralogy, and Remote sensing [16, 17, 18, 19]. With so much interest in the field at the
moment, there is a good chance that CBIR based real-world systems will diversify and expand
further. Implementation of an IRM-based [20] publicly available similarity search tool on an on-line
database of over 800,000 airline-related images [21] etc. Screen-shots can be seen in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 respectively Based on our experience with implementing CBIR systems on real- world data
for public usage, we list here some of the issues that we found to be critical for real-world
deployment.
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Performance: The most critical issue is the quality of retrieval and how relevant it is to the
domain-specific user community. Most of the current effort is concentrated on improving
performance in terms of their precision and recall.
Semantic learning: To tackle the problem of semantic gap faced by CBIR, learning image
semantics from training data and developing retrieval mechanisms to efficiently leverage
semantic estimation are important directions.
Volume of Data: Public image databases tend to grow into unwieldy proportions. The software
system must be able to efficiently handle indexing and retrieval at such scale.
Heterogeneity: If the images originate from diverse sources, parameters such as quality,
resolution and color depth are likely to vary. This in turn causes variations in color and texture
features extracted. The systems can be made more robust by suitably tackling these variations.
Concurrent Usage: In on-line image retrieval systems, it is likely to have multiple concurrent
users. While most systems have high resource requirements for feature extraction, indexing etc.,
they must be efficiently designed so as not to exhaust the host server resources. Alternatively, a
large amount of resources must be allocated.
Multi-modal features: The presence of reliable meta- data such as audio or text captions
associated with the images can help understand the image content better, and hence leverage
the retrieval performance. On the other hand, ambiguous captions such as “wood” may actually
add to the confusion, in which case the multi-modal features together may be able to resolve the
ambiguity.
User-interface: As discussed before, a greater effort is needed to design intuitive interfaces for
image retrieval such that people are actually able to use the tool to their benefit.
Operating Speed: Time is critical in on-line systems as the response time needs to be low for
good interactivity. Implementation should ideally be done using efficient algorithms, especially for
large databases. For computationally complex tasks, off-line processing and caching the results
in parts is one possible way out. System Evaluation: Like any other software system, image
retrieval systems are also required to be evaluated to test the feasibility of investing in a new
version or a different product. The design of a CBIR benchmark requires careful design in order
to capture the inherent subjectivity in image retrieval. One such proposal can be found in [22].
The machine learning algorithm predicts the category of the query image which is nothing but the
semantic concept of the query image. Hence instead of finding similarity between the query
image and all the images in database, it is found between the query image and only the images
belonging to the query image category. Also when the entire database is searched, the retrieval
result contains images of various categories.
1.4. Existing CBIR Systems
Some of the existing CBIR systems [16] are as follows:
1. QBIC or Query by Image Content It is the first commercial content based retrieval system.
This system allows users to graphically pose and refine queries based on multiple visual
properties such as color, texture and shape. It supports queries based on input images, userconstructed sketches, and selected colour and texture patterns.
2. VisualSEEK and WebSEEK VisualSEEk is visual feature search engine and WebSEEk is a
World Wide Web oriented text/image search engine, both of which are developed at
Columbia University.
3. Virage Virage is content based image search engine developed at Virage Inc.It supports color
and spatial location matching as well as texture matching.
4. NeTra This system uses color, shape, spatial layout and texture matching, as well as image
segmentation.
5. MARS or Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System, this system makes use of colour, spatial
layout, texture and shape matching.
6. Viper or Visual Information Processing for Enhanced Retrieval .This system retrieves images
based on color and texture matching.
7. The img (Anaktisi) is a CBIR system on the web based on various descriptors which includes
powerful color and texture features. The img (Anaktisi) provides different ways to search and
retrieve them.
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FIGURE 2: (a) Searching Image on COIL-20 Database (b) Searching Aircraft Images on Airlines.net
database

2. CURRENT CBIR TECHNIQUES
Existing general-purpose CBIR systems roughly fall into three categories depending on the
approach to extract features i.e., histogram, color layout, and region-based search. There are
also systems that combine retrieval results from individual algorithms by a weighted sum
matching metric [23], or other merging schemes [24].
2.1. Global Feature Based CBIR Systems
Some of the existing CBIR systems extract features from the whole image not from certain
regions in it; these features are referred to as Global features. Histogram search algorithms [25]
characterize an image by its color distribution or histogram. Many distances have been used to
define the similarity of two color histogram representations. Euclidean distance and its variations
are the most commonly used. The drawback of a global histogram representation is that
information about object location, shape and texture is discarded. Color histogram search is
sensitive to intensity variations, color distortions, and cropping. Color histogram search is
sensitive to intensity variations, color distortions, and cropping. In simple color layout indexing
[25], images are partitioned into blocks and the average color of each block is stored. Thus, the
color layout is essentially a low resolution representation of the original image. However, as with
pixel representation, although information such as shape is preserved in the color layout
representation, the retrieval system cannot perceive it directly. Color layout search is sensitive to
shifting, cropping, scaling, and rotation because images are described by a set of local properties
[24]. Image retrieval using color features often gives disappointing results, because in many
cases, images with similar colors do not have similar content. This is due to the fact that global
color features often fails to capture color distributions or textures within the image.
D. Zhang [26] proposed a method combining both color and texture features to improve retrieval
performance. By computing both the color and texture features from the images, the database
images are indexed using both types of features. During the retrieval process, given a query
image, images in the database are firstly ranked using color and features. Then, in a second step,
a number of top ranked images are selected and re-ranked according to their texture features.
Two alternatives are provided to the user, one is the retrieval based on color features, and the
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other is retrieval based on combined features. When the retrieval based on color fails, the user
will use the other alternative which is the combined retrieval. Since the texture features are
extracted globally from the image.
2.2. Region Based CBIR Systems
Region-based retrieval systems attempt to overcome the deficiencies of global feature based
search by representing images at the object-level. A region-based retrieval system applies image
segmentation to decompose an image into regions, which correspond to objects if the
decomposition is ideal [27]. The object-level representation is intended to be close to the
perception of the human visual system (HVS). Since the retrieval system has identified what
objects are in the image, it is easier for the system to recognize similar objects at different
locations and with different orientations and sizes. Region- based retrieval systems include the
Natra system [28], and the Blobworld system [29].
The Natra and the Blobworld systems compare images based on individual regions. The
motivation is to shift part of the comparison task to the users. To query an image, a user is
provided with the segmented regions of the image and is required to select the regions to be
matched and also attributes, e.g., color and texture, of the regions to be used for evaluating
similarity. Such querying systems provide more control to the user. However, the user's semantic
understanding of an image is at a higher level than the region representation.
Natsev et al. considered the similarity model WALRUS [30], which is a robust model for scaling
and translation of objects within an image. Each image is first decomposed into regions. The
similarity measure between two images is then defined as the fraction of the area of the two
images covered by matching regions. However, WALRUS focuses on the development of a fast
and effective segmentation method instead of an image-to-image similarity measure.
Consequently, region matching should be necessary before image matching. The authors
proposed a greedy heuristic for computing the similar region pair set with the maximum area. The
basic idea is to iteratively choose the best pair of matching regions that maximizes the area
covered by the regions. In [31], the mean shift algorithm is used for segmentation of images and
interested regions are indexed using cluster-based tree to increase the efficiency of the retrieval
process. However, this system uses only color as image signature, which is sensitive to shifting,
cropping, scaling, and rotation. Region based image retrieval [32] uses low-level features
including color, texture, and edge density. For color, the histogram of image regions are
computed, for texture co- occurrence matrix based entropy, energy, etc, are calculated, and for
edge density it is Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) that is found. To decrease the retrieval time
of images, an idea is developed based on greedy strategy to reduce the computational
complexity.
Li and Wang et al [33], proposed the Integrated Region Matching (IRM) algorithm, which allows
matching a region of one image to several regions of another image to measure the similarity
between images i.e. the region mapping between any two images is a many-to-many relationship.
As a result, the similarity between two images is defined as the weighted sum of distances in the
feature space, between all regions from different images. Compared with retrieval systems based
on individual regions, such as Blobworld, the IRM approach decreases the impact of inaccurate
segmentation by smoothing over the imprecision in distances.
Fuzzy Club [34] addresses the issue of effective and efficient content based image retrieval by
presenting an indexing and retrieval system that integrates color, texture, and shape information
for the indexing and retrieval, and applies these region features obtained through unsupervised
segmentation, as opposed to applying them to the whole image domain. Fuzzy Club emphasizes
improving on a color feature “inaccuracy” problem in the region based literature that is color
histogram bins are not independent. Fuzzy Club first segments an image into regions of 4x4
blocks and extracts color and texture features on each block. The k-means algorithm is used to
cluster similar pixels together to form a region. The Lab color space is used to extract color
features and Haar wavelet transform is used to extract three texture features. A secondary
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clustering is performed to reduce query processing time. Regions with similar features are
grouped together in the same class.

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is a means of extracting compact but semantically valuable information from
images. This information is used as a signature for the image. Similar images should have similar
signatures. If we look at the image shown in Figure 4, the white color and the texture of the
building are characteristic properties. In a similar way, the sky can be described by its blue color.
Furthermore, we can take the size of the objects in the image into account. Representation of
images needs to consider which features are most useful for representing the contents of images
and which approaches can effectively code the attributes of the images. Feature extraction of the
image in the database is typically conducted off-line so computation complexity is not a significant
issue. This section introduces three features: texture, shape, and color, which are used most
often to extract the features of an image.
3.1. Colour
One of the most important features visually recognized by humans in images is color. Humans
tend to distinguish images based mostly on color features. Because of this, color features are the
most widely used in CBIR systems and the most studied in literature. Color is a powerful
descriptor that simplifies object identification, and is one of the most frequently used visual
features for content-based image retrieval. To extract the color features from the content of an
image, a proper color space and an effective color descriptor have to be determined. The
purpose of a color space is to facilitate the specification of colors. Each color in the color space is
a single point represented in a coordinate system. Several color spaces, such as RGB, HSV, CIE
L*a*b, and CIE L*u*v, have been developed for different purposes [35]. Although there is no
agreement on which color space is the best for CBIR, an appropriate color system is required to
ensure perceptual uniformity.

FIGURE. 3. (a) Image Properties

(b) Sample Image

(c) Colour Histogram of Sample Image

Therefore, the RGB color space, a widely used system for representing color images, is not
suitable for CBIR because it is a perceptually non-uniform and device-dependent system [36].
After selecting a color space, an effective color descriptor should be developed in order to
represent the color of the global or regional areas. Several color descriptors have been
developed from various representation schemes, such as color histograms [37], color moments
[38], color edge [39], color texture [40], and color correlograms [41].
3.2. Colour Histogram
The most commonly used method to represent color feature of an image is the color histogram. A
color histogram is a type of bar graph, where the height of each bar represents an amount of
particular color of the color space being used in the image [35]. The bars in a color histogram are
named as bins and they represent the x-axis. The number of bins depends on the number of
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colors there are in an image. The number of pixels in each bin denotes y-axis, which shows how
many pixels in an image are of a particular color. The color histogram can not only easily
characterize the global and regional distribution of colors in an image, but also be invariant to
rotation about the view axis.
In color histograms, quantization is a process where number of bins is reduced by taking colors
that are similar to each other and placing them in the same bin. Quantizing reduces the space
required to store the histogram information and time to compare the histograms. Obviously,
quantization reduces the information regarding the content of images; this is the tradeoff between
space, processing time, and accuracy in results [41]. Color histograms are classified into two
types, global color histogram (GCH) and local color histogram (LCH). A GCH takes color
histogram of whole image and thus represents information regarding the whole image, without
concerning color distribution of regions in the image. In the contrary, an LCH divides an image
into fixed blocks or regions, and takes the color histogram of each of those blocks. LCH contains
more information about an image, but when comparing images, it is computationally expensive.
GCH is known as a traditional method for retrieving color based images. Since it does not include
color distribution of the regions, when two GCHs are compared, one might not always get a
proper result when viewed in terms of similarity of images [42]. An example of a color histogram
in the HSV color space can be seen with the image in Figure 6.
3.3. Texture
Texture definitions are based on texture analysis methods and the features extracted from the
image. However, texture can be thought of as repeated patterns of pixels over a spatial domain,
of which the addition of noise to the patterns and their repetition frequencies results in textures
that can appear to be random and unstructured. Texture properties are the visual patterns in an
image that have properties of homogeneity that do not result from the presence of only a single
color or intensity. The different texture properties as perceived by the human eye are, for
example, regularity, directionality as shown in figures (a) to (d).
In real world scenes, texture perception can be far more complicated. The various brightness
intensities give rise to a blend of the different human perception of texture as shown in figures (e)
& (f). Image textures have useful applications in image processing and computer vision. They
include: recognition of image regions using texture properties, known as texture classification,
recognition of texture boundaries using texture properties, known as texture segmentation,
texture synthesis, and generation of texture images from known texture models. Since there is no
accepted mathematical definition for texture, many different methods for computing texture
features have been proposed over the years. Unfortunately, there is still no single method that
works best with all types of textures. According to Manjunath and Ma [44], the commonly used
methods for texture feature description are statistical, model-based, and transform-based
methods. The texture feature description categories are explained below.

(a)Regular

(b) Irregular
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(d) Non Directional

(e) Complex texture 1

(f) Complex texture 2

FIGURE. 4. (a) to (d): Simple Textures Images; (e) to (f): Complex Textures Images

(i) Statistical Methods:
Statistical methods analyze the spatial distribution of grey values by computing local features at
each point in the image, and deriving a set of statistics from the distribution of the local features.
They include co- occurrence matrix representation, statistical moments, gray level differences,
autocorrelation function, and grey level run lengths. The most commonly used statistical method
is the Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [45]. It is a two-dimensional matrix of joint
probabilities between pairs of pixels, separated by a distance, d, in a given direction, r. It is
popular in texture description and is based on the repeated occurrence of some gray level
configuration in the texture; this configuration varies rapidly with distance in fine textures and
slowly in coarse textures. Haralick [45] defined 14 statistical features from gray-level cooccurrence matrix for texture classification, such as energy, entropy, contrast, maximum
probability, autocorrelation, and inverse difference moment. Gray-level co-occurrence matrix
method of representing texture features has found useful applications in recognizing fabric
defects and in rock texture classification and retrieval [46].
(ii) Model Based Approaches:
Model-based texture methods try to capture the process that generated the texture. By using the
model-based features, some part of the image model is assumed and an estimation algorithm is
used to set the parameters of the model to yield the best fit [47]. To describe a random field,
assume the image is modeled as a function f (r, ω), where r is the position vector representing the
pixel location in the 2-D space and ω is a random parameter. Once a specific texture ω is
selected, f (r, ω) is an image, which is a function over the 2-D grid indexed by r. Function f (r, ω)
is called as a random field. There are currently three major model based methods: Markov
random fields by Dubes and Jain [48], fractals by Pentland [49], and the multi-resolution
autoregressive features introduced by Mao and Jain [50].
(iii) Transform Domain Features:
The word transform refers to a mathematical representation of an image. There are several
texture classifications using transform domain features in the past, such as discrete Fourier
transform, discrete wavelet transforms, and Gabor wavelets. On the other hand, wavelet analysis
breaks up a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the original wavelet (mother wavelet), which
refers to decomposition of a signal into a family of basis functions obtained through translation
and dilation of a special function. Moments of wavelet coefficients in various frequency bands
have been shown to be effective for representing texture [46]. Gabor filter (or Gabor wavelet) has
been shown to be very efficient. Manjunath and Ma [44] have shown that image retrieval using
Gabor features outperforms that using other transform features.
3.4. Shape
One of the common used features in CBIR systems is the shape. Shape of an object is the
characteristic surface configuration as represented by the outline or contour. Shape recognition is
one of the modes through which human perception of the environment is executed. It is important
in CBIR because it corresponds to region of interests in images. Shape feature representations
are categorized according to the techniques used. They are boundary-based and region-based
[50]. In region based techniques, all the pixels within a shape are taken into account to obtain the
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shape representation. Common region based methods use moment descriptors to describe
shape [51]. Region moment representations interpret a normalized gray level image function as a
probability density of a 2-D random variable. The first seven invariant moments, derived from the
second and third order normalized central moments, are given by Hu [52]. Comparing with region
based shape representation; contour based shape representation is more popular. Contour
based shape representation only exploits shape boundary information. Simple contour-based
shape descriptors include area, perimeter, compactness, eccentricity, elongation, and orientation.
Complex boundary-based descriptors include Fourier descriptors, grid descriptors, and chain
codes [42]. In our proposed system, we do not consider shape features during similarity distance
computation. Including shape feature in the proposed system is one of our future works.
3.5. Shape Features
Shape information can be 2D or 3D in nature, depending on the application. The three shape
descriptors are: Region Shape, Contour Shape and Shape 3D. 2D shape descriptors, the Region
Shape and Contour Shape descriptors are intended for shape matching. They do not provide
enough information to reconstruct the shape nor to define its position in an image. These two
shape descriptors have been defined because of the two major interpretations of shape similarity,
which are contour-based and region-based. Region Shape and Contour Shape descriptors as
well as the Shape 3D descriptor are described in more detail below.
(i) Region Shape
The shape of an object may consist of a single region or a set of regions as well as some holes in
the object. Since the Region Shape descriptor, based on the moment invariants [53], makes use
of all pixels constituting the shape within a frame, it can describe any shape. The shape
considered does not have to be a simple shape with a single connected region, but it can also be
a complex shape consisting of holes in the object or several disjoint regions. The advantages of
the Region Shape descriptor are that in addition to its ability to describe diverse shapes efficiently
it is also robust to minor deformations along the boundary of the object. The feature extraction
and matching processes are straightforward. Since they have low order of computational
complexities they are suitable for shape tracking in the video sequences [54].
(ii) Contour Shape
The Contour Shape descriptor captures characteristics of a shape based on its contour. It relies
on the so-called Curvature Scale-Space (CSS) [55] representation, which captures perceptually
meaningful features of the shape. The descriptor essentially represents the points of high
curvature along the contour (position of the point and value of the curvature). This representation
has a number of important properties, namely, it captures characteristic features of the shape,
enabling efficient similarity-based retrieval. It is also robust to non-rigid motion [53, 54].
3.6. Similarity Measure
The similarity between two images is defined by a similarity measure. Selection of similarity
metrics has a direct impact on the performance of content-based image retrieval. The kind of
feature vectors selected determines the kind of measurement that will be used to compare their
similarity [23]. If the features extracted from the images are presented as multi-dimensional
points, the distances between corresponding multi-dimensional points can be calculated.
Euclidean distance is the most common metric used to measure the distance between two points
in multi-dimensional space [56]. For other kinds of features such as color histogram, Euclidean
distance may not be an ideal similarity metric or may not be compatible with the human perceived
similarity. Histogram intersection was proposed by Swain and Bllard [57] to find known objects
within images using color histograms.
3.7. Indexing Structures
When manipulating massive databases, a good indexing is a necessity. Processing every single
item in a database when performing queries is extremely inefficient and slow. When working with
text-based documents, creating good indexes is not very difficult. Next, in-depth processing only
needs to be done with these documents. When searching for images, however, this approach is
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much more difficult. Raw image data is non-indexable as such, so the feature vectors must be
used as the basis of the index. Popular multi-dimensional indexing methods include the R-tree
and the R*-tree algorithms [23]. The Self Organizing Map (SOM) is also one of the indexing
structures [58]. The SOM is trained to match the shape of the data in the feature space. After the
training, the closest node in the SOM is calculated for every image in the database. When a
query is done, the first thing to be done is to calculate the closest SOM node, also known as the
best matching unit (BMU), to the query image’s feature vector. When this is done, we know which
images in the database are the closest to the query image.

4. IMAGE REGION MOMENTS
Image moments and their functions have been utilized as features in many image processing
applications, viz., pattern recognition, image classification, target identification, and shape
analysis. Moments of an image are treated as region-based shape descriptors. Among regionbased descriptors, moments are very popular. These include invariant moments, Zernike
moments and Legendre moments.
4.1. Invariant Moments
Invariant moments or geometric moments are the simplest moment functions with the
basis ϕ pq ( x, y ) = x p y q . The geometric moment function m pq of order ( p + q) is defined by
m pq =

∑∑
x

y

x p y q f ( x, y ); p, q = 0,1, 2,..

(1)

The geometric central moments that are invariant to translation are defined by
µ pq =
(x − x ) p ( y − y ) q f ( x, y ); p, q = 0,1, 2,..

(2)

The seven invariant moments are given by the following equations
I1 = η 20 + η02

(3)

∑∑
x

y

I 2 = (η 20 + η02 ) + (2η11 )
2

2

(4)

I 3 = (η20 − 3η12 ) 2 + (3η 21 − η02 ) 2
I 4 = (η20 + 3η12 ) + (η 21 + η02 )
2

I 5 = (η 20 − 3η12 )(η20 + η12 )[(η 20 + η12 )

2

(5)
(6)

2

−3(η21 + η02 ) 2 ] + (3η21 − η02 )(η 21 + η02 )

(7)

[3(η20 + η12 ) − (η21 + η02 ) ]
2

2

I 6 = (η20 − η02 )[(η 20 + η12 ) 2 − (η21 + η02 ) 2 ]
+4η11 (η20 + η12 )(η21 + η02 )

(8)

I 7 = (3η21 − η02 )(η 20 + η12 )[(η20 + η12 ) 2 −
3(η21 + η02 ) 2 ] − (η20 − 3η12 )(η21 + η02 )

(9)

[3(η20 + η12 ) − (η21 + η02 ) ]
2

2

µ pq

p+q
,γ = 1+
, for p + q = 2,3,...
y
z
Invariant moments are invariant to translation, rotation and scaling [59, 60].
n p,q =

4.2. Zernike Moments
Zernike Moments (ZM) is orthogonal moments and can be used to represent shape content of an
image with minimum amount of information redundancy [69, 70]. Orthogonal moments allow for
accurate reconstruction of the image, and makes optimal utilization of shape information. Zernike
Moments (ZM) are widely used in CBIR as shape descriptors [18, 19]. Z Zernike moments are
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derived from the orthogonal Zernike polynomials. Hence, it is an orthogonal moment. The Zernike
moments are given by
Vnm ( x, y ) = Vnm (r cos θ , r sin θ ) = Rmn (γ ) exp( jmθ ) (10)
Rmn (γ ) is the orthogonal radial polynomial, and is given by
(n− m )/2

Rmn (γ ) =

∑

(−1)2

z =0

(n − s)!
γ n.2s
(n − 2s +1 m )!(n − 2s − m
s! x
2

(11)

n = 0,1, 2,...0 ≤ m ≤ n; n − m is even.

The Zernike moments for the image f ( x, y ) are defined by equation
Z nm =

n +1

π

∑ ∑θ f (r cosθ , r sin θ )

r
(12)
Rm (γ ) exp( jmθ )r ≤ 1
Zernike moments are invariant to rotation, translation and scaling. Also they are robust to noise
and minor variations in shape. But the computational complexity of Zernike moments is high
[59,61].

4.3. Legendre Moments
Legendre moments use Legendre polynomials as the kernel function. The two-dimensional
Legendre moments of order ( p + q) for an image f ( x, y ) are defined by equation
L pq =

(2 p + 1)(2q + 1)
4

1 1

∫ ∫ P ( x) XP ( y) f ( x, y)dxdy x, y ∈ [−1,1]
p

q

(13)

−1 −1

where the Legendre polynomial Pp ( x) of order ' p ' is given by the equation
⎛
⎞
p−k
k
⎜
⎟
1
(
p
k
)
x
+
⎜ (−1) z
⎟
Pp ( x) =
zp ⎡ p − k ⎤ ⎡ p + k ⎤ ⎟
⎜
k =0
!
[
k
]
⎜
⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦ ⎟
⎝
⎠
p

∑

(14)

The Legendre moments described in equation (11) can be expressed in discrete form by
L pq = λ pq

N −1 N −1

∑∑ P ( x )P ( y ) f (i, j)
p

i

q

j

(15)

i =0 j =0

Where λ pq =

(2 p + 1)(2q + 1)
N2

; xi & yi are the normalized pixel coordinates and are given by
xi =

2j
2i
− 1& yi =
−1
N −1
N −1

(16)

4.4. Exact Legendre Moments
Legendre Moments (LM) are continuous and orthogonal moments, they can be used to represent
an image with minimum amount of information redundancy. Many algorithms are developed for
the computation of LM [71, 72, 73], but these methods focus mainly on 2D geometric moments.
When they are applied to a digital image, a numerical approximation is necessary. Error due to
approximation increases as the order of the moment increases. An accurate method for
computing the Exact Legendre Moments (ELM) proposed by Hosney [74].
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5. DISTANCE MEASURES
Distance measures are used for comparing the similarity of two images. There are different kinds
of similarity measurements like Euclidean distance, histogram intersection, Bhattacharya distance
and Mahalanobis distance for CBIR applications.
5.1. Euclidean Distance
Let p be the query image and t be the target image and let pq ( zq ) and pt ( zt )

be their

respective probability densities. The Euclidean distance between the query image and the target
image is given by equation
n

DEce (qi , ti ) =

∑ (q − t )
i

2

i

(17)

i =1

In Euclidean distance, the least value of distance measure indicates the similarity [62, 63, 64].
5.2. Histogram Intersection
It is a distance measure for comparing histograms. It calculates the common part of the two
histograms, and neglects the features occurring in a single histogram. The histogram intersection
of two histograms [65] H and H ' is calculated using equation
M

d∩ ( H , H ' ) =

∑ min(( H
m =1

m'

, H 'm )

(18)

5.3. Bhattacharya Distance
The Bhattacharya Distance measures the similarity between two discrete or continuous
probability distributions. A popular distance of similarity between two Gaussian distributions is the
Bhattacharya distance. The Bhattacharya distance [66] between the query image q and the target
image t in the database is given by equation
−
1
t
T q
DBhat (q, t ) = ( µq − µt ) [
]−2 ( µq − µt )
g
2

∑∑

(
1
+ ln
2

∑ −∑
q

(19)

/2

t

∑ ∑
q

t

Where µ q and µt are the mean vectors

∑
q

and

∑

are the covariance matrices of the query

t

image q and the target image t, respectively [67, 68].
5.4. Mahalanobis Distance
The Mahalanobis Distance is based on the correlations between variables, and is used to analyze
various patterns. It is useful in determining the similarity between an unknown sample set and a
known one. The unknown sample set is the query image, and the known set is the images in the
database. The Mahalanobis distance between the query image q and the target image t is given
by equation following equation [66].
DMaha (q, t ) = ( µq − µt )T

∑

−2

( µ q − µt )

(20)
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6. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
The high level semantic features are derived from the image database with the help of machine
learning techniques. There are two types of machine learning techniques i.e. supervised machine
learning technique and unsupervised machine learning technique.
6.1. Supervised Machine Learning Techniques
Neural networks, Decision trees, and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are some of the
supervised machine learning techniques, which learn the high level concepts from low-level
image features. The supervised machine learning techniques perform the classification process
with the help of the already categorized training data. For the training data, the input (low level
image features) and the desired output is already known. Hence, given a query image, the low
level features are extracted and it is given as input to any one of the machine learning algorithms
which is already trained with the training data. The machine learning algorithm predicts the
category of the query image which is nothing but the semantic concept of the query image. Hence
instead of finding similarity between the query image and all the images in database, it is found
between the query image and only the images belonging to the query image category. Also when
the entire database is searched, the retrieval result contains images of various categories. But
when the machine learning techniques are used, since the query image‘s category (semantic
concept) is predicted, the retrieval results will contain the images belonging to that category
alone.
6.1.1. Neural Network
Neural networks are also useful in concept learning. The low level features of the segmented
regions of the training set images are fed into the neural network classifiers, to establish the link
between the low level image features and high level semantics. The disadvantage of this method
is that it requires a large amount of training data, and is computationally intensive [75, 76, 77].
When the query image feature vector is presented to the neural network, it gives its semantic
concept.
6.1.2. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised learning methods [78, 79] used for image
classification. It views the given image database as two sets of vectors in an ‘ n ’ dimensional
space and constructs a separating hyper plane that maximizes the margin between the images
relevant to query and the images not relevant to the query. SVM is a kernel method and the
kernel function used in SVM is very crucial in determining the performance.
The basic principle of SVMs is a maximum margin classifier. Using the kernel methods, the data
can be first implicitly mapped to a high dimensional kernel space. The maximum margin classifier
is determined in the kernel space and the corresponding decision function in the original space
can be non-linear [80]. The non-linear data in the feature space is classified into linear data in
kernel space by the SVMs. The aim of SVM classification method is to find an optimal hyper
plane separating relevant and irrelevant vectors by maximizing the size of the margin (between
both classes).
Image classification or categorization is a machine learning approach and can be treated as a
step for speeding-up image retrieval in large databases and to improve retrieval accuracy.
Similarly, in the absence of labelled data, unsupervised clustering is also found useful for
increasing the retrieval speed as well as to improve retrieval accuracy. Image clustering
inherently depends on a similarity measure, while image classification has been performed by
different methods that neither require nor make use of similarity measures [81].
6.1.3. SVM-Binary Decision Tree
The SVM-BDT takes advantage of the efficient computation of the binary tree architecture, and
the high classification accuracy of the SVMs. Here, (N-1) SVMs are needed to train an N class
problem. For the construction of the SVM-BDT, first, the semantic template of each of the
categories or classes is found. The Euclidean distance between the semantic templates of each
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of the N classes is the N × N distance matrix. Two classes that have the largest Euclidean
distance are assigned to each of the two clustering groups. The semantic template of these two
classes is the cluster center of the two groups. The cluster center is updated to the semantic
template of the newly added class. All the classes are assigned to one of the two possible groups
of classes. The process continues, until there is only one class per group. The SVM binary
classifier is used to train the samples in each non leaf nodes of the decision tree [68]. During the
testing time, the feature vector of the query image is given as input to the SVM-BDT, and only
[log 2 N ] classifiers are consulted during the testing time.

FIGURE 8: SVM-BDT for 10 Category Image Set.

The SVM-BDT predicts the label (semantic category) of the query image. Hence, the similarity
distance between the query image and the predicted category images are computed and the
images with least distance are retrieved. An example of a 10- class SVM-BDT is shown in Figure
8. For SVM-based image classification, recent work shows that the radial basis kernel function
(RBF) works well, when the relation between the class labels and attributes is nonlinear [62].
6.1.4. Bayes Classifiers
Bayes classifiers are used in text retrieval systems. Since ten years, CBIR community is
transposing them to image retrieval [85, 66]. Bayes binary classifiers use the class-conditional
likelihood associated with class cP ( X | c) to compute the mapping function g ( x) of an input
vector x.
(21)
g ( x) = arg max c∈( −1,1) P ( X | c) P (c)
Because we have no prior assumption on the size of a class, we assume that p(1) = p (−1) =

1
2

once g ( x) is computed the relevance function f ( x ) may be expressed as follows.
f ( x) = p ( x | c) = g ( x)
(22)
To estimate the probability density function, we use a kernelized version of Parzen windows:
1
p( x | c) =
(23)
{i ( yi = c} ∑i∈{i| yi ∈c} k ( x, xi )
where K(., .) is a kernel function.
6.1.5. k-Nearest Neighbors
This classification method has been used successfully in image processing and pattern
recognition. For instance, in competition with neural networks, linear discriminant analysis (and
others), kNearest Neighbors performed best results on pixel classification tasks [87]. The k-NN
algorithm is one among the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. K-nearest neighbor
algorithm (KNN) is also involved into our CBIR system. Based on the training result, KNN is
applied for the query data images. KNN helps to classify the input data; also it fixes the code
book which means the training result can be self-adapted. k-Nearest Neighbors classifiers
attempt to directly estimate f ( x ) using only the k nearest neighbors of x. In a small database ,a
simple sequential scan is usually employed for k nearest – neighbor (KNN) search. But for large
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data set, efficient indexing algorithms are imperative. High dimensional data is increasingly in
many common fields. As the number of dimensions increase, many clustering techniques begin
to suffer from the curse of dimensionality, degrading the quality of the results.
6.2. Unsupervised Machine Learning Techniques
Unsupervised learning refers to the problem of trying to find hidden structure in the unlabeled
data. It has no measurements of outcome, to guide the learning process. Image clustering is a
typical unsupervised learning technique. It groups the sets of image data in such a way, that the
similarity within a cluster should be maximized, and the similarity between different clusters must
be minimized [82].
K-means clustering aims to partition the given n observations into k clusters. The mean of each
cluster is found and the image is placed in a cluster, whose mean has the least Euclidean
distance with the image feature vector. Parallel techniques for K-means are developed that can
largely accelerate the algorithm [89], [90], [91]. In high dimensions, data becomes very sparse
and distance measures become increasingly meaningless. Paper [88] reviewed the literature on
parsimonious models and Gaussian models from the most complex to simplest which yields a
method similar to the K Means approach. N Cut clustering is used to cluster the database images
into different semantic classes. A set of n images is represented by a weighted undirected graph
represents image.
CBIR based on Visual Contents
Sl.
No.

Papers

1

W. Niblack et al.
[92]

Histogram and colour moments

2

Chad Carson et al.
[93]

Region Histogram

Features

Approaches

Colour
3

J. Sawhney &
Hefner et al. [94]

Colour Histogram

4

Stricker & Orengo
[95]

Colour Moment

5

Michel Orega et al.
[96]

6

F. Mokhtarian et al.
[97]

7

Sougata
Mukherjea et al.
[98]

Fourier Transform

Shape

Curvature Scale Space

Template Matching
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Limitations
Query image is an unknown
image, then the retrieval
performance is poor
Result in the mismatch of
the retrieval process when
the image‘s orientation, and
position or scales are
altered.
Similarity measure is
extended to retrieve the
texture regions from a
database of natural images.
Semantically relevant
images will be retrieved
with amount of time
The user gives feedback
and the query image
information becomes a new
cluster
Given a query image, the
user has to select the
region of interest from the
query image
Images from the history of
the user access patterns,
and the access frequencies
of the images in the
database.
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8

9

10

11

Furnikaza
Kanehara et al.
[99]

Convex Parts
Shape

Pentland et al.
[100]

Elastic Deformation of
Templates

J. R. Smith et al.
[101]

Wavelet Transform

Edge Statistics

S. Michel et al.
[102]
Texture

12

B. S Manjunath et
al. [103]

Gabor Filters

13

George
Tzaglarakis et al.
[104]

Statistical

The feedback can be got
from the user again and
again, till the user is
satisfied with the results.
The similarity distance is
found between the query
image and the images
belonging to the predicted
cluster alone.
All the classes are assigned
to one of the two possible
groups of classes.
Due to the complex
distribution of the image
data, the k-means
clustering often cannot
separate images

The machine learning
predicts the category of the
query image
The query image belongs to
the class for which the
membership is very large

The Semantic Gap In Image Retrial
Sl.
No.

Papers

Techniques

Approaches

14

S. F Chang et al.
[109]

Semantic
Template

Semantic Visual Template

15

Yang et al. [105]

Semantic Feedback Mechanism
Relevance
Feedback

16

Rege et al. [106]

Multiuser relevance feedback
(User centered semantic
hierarchy)

17

Liu et al. [107]

Semantic manifold

18

Janghy Yoon &
Nikil Jayant et al.
[108]

Relevance
Feedback

Multimedia model feedback

19

I notes [110]

Manual

User Annoted region
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Limitations
Texture descriptors contain
features derived from cooccurrence matrices
Lower retrieval precision by
introducing the semisupervision to the nonlinear Gaussian-shaped
RBF relevance feedback
System is said to be
efficient if semantic gap is
minimum.
Bridging the semantic gap
between the low-level
features and the high-level
semantics
Descriptors based on color
representation might be
effective with a data set
containing black and white
images.
Retrieval application is
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20

Face book [111]

User Annoted region/object

21

Google user
labella [112]

User Annoted whole image

22

Brad Shaw et al.
[113]

Bayer Probability

23

Ghoshot [114]

Semiautomat
ic

Co-occurrence model

24

Ilaria et al. [115]

Graph based link

25

Huang et al. [116]

Decision tree

26

Feng & Chan [117]

Bootstrapping
Automatic

27

Gao et al. [118]

28

Mori et al. [119]

29

P. L Standchey et
al. [120]

30

V. Mezaris [121]

31

Huan Wang [122]

Latent Semantic analysis

Hidden Markov model

Object
Ontology

Colour representation ontology

High level concept ontology
Object
Ontology

Multimodality ontology

specialized for a certain,
limited domain, the smaller
the gap can be made by
using domain knowledge.
The resulting segments can
be described by shape
features
Often, the performance of a
retrieval system with
feedback
Probabilistic retrieval form
is the use of support vector
machines
Background complication
and independent of image
size and orientation
Cannot be used to
differentiate objects with
different sizes or shapes.
Line contents of images can
be used to represent
texture of the image.
Statistical approaches do
not exploit the sensitivity of
the human visual system to
textures.
The characterization
consists of local
autocorrelation of
coefficients in each
subband.
descriptor can tackle not
only rotation but also small
non-rigid deformation
It is extremely difficult to
describe high level
semantic
concepts with image
features only
A query system integrating
multiple query seeds
Could accommodate any
number of features in a
modular and extensible
way.

TABLE 1: Performance Comparison of Various CBIR Techniques.

G = (v, E ), V = {1, 2,..., n} and edges E = {(i, j ) / i, j ∈ V
E = {(i, j ) / i, j ∈ V are formed between every pair of nodes. The weight wij of an edge (i, j ) is an

image. The system displays the image clusters and adjusts the model of similarity measure
according to user feedbacks [83].
Fuzzy clustering models provide a promising solution to the clustering problem. The Fuzzy cmeans (FCM) clustering is the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithm. This algorithm is
based on an iterative optimization of a fuzzy objective function. The degree of membership of a
data item to a cluster is between [0, 1]. For a given query image, the output of the FCM is the
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membership value of the image with each of the K classes. The query image belongs to the class
for which the membership value is high [62, 63, 84].
Hence the unsupervised learning algorithms takes the uncategorized image data as input and
clusters those data into a number of categories by finding the hidden structure in the unlabelled
data. The clustering algorithms divide the given data into n clusters and give cluster centers of
each cluster. When a query image features are given to the clustering algorithm, it finds the
distance between the query image and the entire cluster centers.

7. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CBIR METHODS
The field of Content Based Image Retrieval has been an active research area for several
decades and has been paid more and more attention in recent years as a result of the dramatic
and fast increase in the volume of digital images. Many novel techniques have been proposed to
tackle the challenges. However; all current CBIR systems suffer from insufficient generalization
performance and accuracy as they are not able to establish a robust link or between image
features and high-level concepts. In this section Table I summarize performance comparison of
various CBIR techniques with respect to various components such as visual contents and
semantic gaps. Table II gives comparison of various CBIR components used in various
techniques with appropriate image data sets.
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Sl.
No.

Papers

Data Set

Distance measures

Machine Learning
Random walk with
relevance feedback

Brodatz
database

Normalized Euclidean
distance

MRI images

Error tolerance distance

R-Tree Data Structure

COREL
dataset

Euclidean,
Bhattacharya-Mahalanobis

SVM Binary Decision
Tree

COREL
dataset

Mahalanobis distance

Generalized Biased
Discriminant Analysis
(GBDA)

Kullback–Leibler(KL)
divergence

Parametric Spectral
Analysis

Correlation distance
measure

SVM,
Nearest neighbor
search

Weighted KNN search

Navigation Pattern
based Relevance
Feedback

1

Rahman M.H. et
al. [123]

2

Saptadi et al.
[61]

3

Felci Rajam et al.
[63]

4

Lining et al. [124]

5

Imtnan et al.
[125]

6

[Hatice et
al.[126]

7

Ja-Hwung et al.
[127]

COREL
dataset

8

Yu-Gang et al.
[128]

NUS-WIDE
TRECVID

9

Kuldeep et al.
[129]

Data set of
MRI, CT-scan
and X-ray

Euclidean Distance

Parallel implementation
feature extraction and
feature matching

10

Felci et al. [68]

Caltech

Euclidean,
Bhattacharya,
Mahalanobis

SVM-BDT, SCM

11

Wang Xing
Yuan, [129]

Public
sources

Weighted KNN search

Navigation Pattern
based Relevance
Feedback

12

Samuel et al.,
[130]

Oliva dataset,
Caltech
dataset

l1- norm

Random walk with
relevance feedback

Vistex
database,
Outex
database
Follicular
Lymphoma,
Neuroblasto
ma

Canberra distance

Semantic graph

TABLE 2: Comparison of Various CBIR Components used in Various Components.
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8. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a brief survey on work related to the exciting fields of content-based image
retrieval and provides a detailed review of the works carried out in this field. This paper also
discusses the various methodologies used for extracting the salient low level features and various
distance measures to find the similarity between images in reducing the semantic gap between
the low level features and the high level semantic concepts. A discussion of various approaches
of CBIR and comparison of various techniques with respect to data are also made.

9. FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper presents a comparative study of Content Based Image Retrieval Trends and the
various approaches towards resolving some of the problems encountered in CBIR. One
alternative is to use more sophisticated feature representations. Instead of using a purely datadriven evaluation using basic image features, higher-level information about regions could be
used. Since an image epitome provides a composite description of shape and appearance, it is
possible to achieve a better measure of homogeneity/heterogeneity of the segments. One of the
steps towards resolving the semantic information problem, when possible, prior knowledge,
especially application-dependent knowledge, should be incorporated into an evaluation method
so that the evaluation method knows the preferred characteristics of a segment. Different
methods can be applied to include prior knowledge about a preferred features.
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